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Business Architecture
- Business Capability Maps, Business Capability Heat Map, and Value Streams, all have been completed
- Minor enhancement work continues

Data Architecture
- Work continues to develop the data architecture for TM NG based on Business Capabilities
- Regular meetings with business and IT teams to understand the ‘as-is’, while creating the ‘to-be’ data model

Solution/Application Architecture
- Work continues to finalize the TM NG architecture
The Platform and Infrastructure Improvement track contains the following programs -

- **Separation and Virtualization**
  - Separate the Trademark Infrastructure from other businesses.
  - Virtualize to reduce the footprint and energy consumption
  - Five systems migrated in December 2011, five on track for migration in April
  - Fifteen systems targeted through early FY 13

- **Infrastructure Improvements**
  - Validated the current technology selections against Business Capabilities by developing a proof of concept
  - Completed a rigorous COTS Case Management product evaluation process.
  - Validated a proof of concept against a Case Management product that passed the evaluation process
  - Completed a ‘gap analysis’ of the product against Business Capabilities
The application development track contains the following:

- TRAM Migration prototype
  - Completed assessment of the migration plan, prototype will be completed in March 2012

- Authentication & Authorization Prototype
  - Prototype completed on schedule
  - Moving forward with vendor recommended solution, project kicked off in February

- Trademark Quality Review System
  - Initial version released in December 2011, remaining work continues

- Trademark Status and Data Retrieval
  - TSDR 1.0 released in Dec 11, enhancements in progress to include Assignments and TTAB data
  - Includes additional enhancements to support a future priority of an electronic Official Gazette

- User Centered Design
  - Prototype started in February 2012, will end in three months
  - Trademark users and IT will select a vendor for actual user interface development
DRAFT - Roadmap
176 non-FAST 1 TM users have received the TM UL as their production machine.

The UL Deployment follow-up teams from OCIO and TM are working on resolving some minor issues (e.g., a missing macro; missing Word template for Petitions; formats, spacing and fonts in FPEP; etc.).

Trademark and OCIO are collaborating to define the UL deployment schedule for examining attorneys.

Law Office 104 has received the new Universal Laptop (UL) and Phone System.
Multiple Email Deployment

- The November 2011 deployment of TEAS 4.9 implemented the change to accept multiple email addresses for correspondence.
- In January 2012 it was discovered that there was an issue with a backend program that enables the correspondence address change functionality - the changes were not saved correctly in TRAM database.
- Approximately 10K email addresses were impacted.
- The backend program and data have been fixed.
- Some correspondences are currently being sent to the secondary correspondence addresses, additional correspondences will be added soon, and all are expected to be included by this summer.